Changing information flows for social good
You are 007.
We are Q.
underreported
unreported
Platform Data Flow

Data Types
- Citizen Generated
- News Media
- NGO Data
- Government
- Public APIs
  - Flickr
  - YouTube
  - Twitter

Input Methods
- SMS
- Android
- iPhone
- Win Mobile
- Email
- Web Form
- Social APIs
- RSS Feeds
- Direct to DB

Output Methods
- Map
- Timeline
- SMS Alerts
- RSS
- Email
- Mobile

Ushahidi Mapping / Admin Interface
Who Deploys?

• Deployments can be used for virtually anything that requires collection and/or visualization of geo-spatial data

• Not just for crisis situations or natural disasters

• Deployed by individuals, community groups, NGOs and governmental organizations
Disaster Response

March 2011 - 4,000+ reports, 144,974 views
Monitor fallout of tsunami and nuclear crisis

January 2010 - 3,584 reports, 500,000 views
Allowed Haitians to report location and needs

sinsai.info/ushahidi
haiti.ushahidi.com
Citizen Journalism

December 2010 - 319 reports, 156,859 views
Help bring awareness to sexual harassment in Egypt

April 2012 2010 - 208 reports, covering 476 locations
Reporting incidences of crimes against women in Bangladesh

harassmap.com

bijoya.crowdmap.com
Election Monitoring

May 2009 - 202 reports, 20,000 views
Allow citizen reporting during election

August 2010 - 1525 reports, 20,000 views
Monitor Kenya referendum election
The role of citizens in our Democracy does not end with your vote.

Barack Obama
Strategy

Increase transparency and accountability through active citizen participation in the electoral cycles.
Digital Humanitarians

[Diagram showing workflow process involving Media Monitoring Team, Translation, SMS Team, Uchaguzi, and technical support. The process involves search, filtering, editing, and initial categorization, translation of relevant messages, creating and sending reports, locating reports, triangulation of information, and verification of urgent information on the ground.]
We've been posting numbers all week about reports, types of reports, awaiting approval, awaiting verification etc. But the big community story is how we collectively made this possible.

11 Number of Skype Subteams Active

50 Number of Training and Meeting Sessions with Field Partners

14 Number of Community Working Group and Digital training team sessions.

239 Number of people trained for digital teams from Feb 11th - Mar 3rd

218 Number of people added to skype teams from Mar 3-7th

24/7 UCHAGUZI COMMUNITY

Live mode: Mar 2-5th 2013
Monitoring mode: Mar 1, Mar 5 - ongoing
Active Situation Room Teams

- SMS
- Media Monitoring
- Geolocation
- Translation
- Reports
- Verification,
- Analysis & Research
- Quality Assurance
- Technology
- Communications
- Uchaguzi Strategy Team
Trusted Reporters + Verification

INCIDENTS

1. Polling station not opened on time
2. Partisan polling station officials
3. Campaigning at the polling station
4. Absence of IEBC officials when poll station open
5. Absence of law enforcement officials when poll station open
6. Voter intimidation
7. Eligible voters turned away
8. Ineligible voters allowed to vote
9. Wrong/inadequate voters register
10. Wrong/inadequate voting material
11. Voters needing assistance not assisted
Uchaguzi Kenya 2013

- 5313 Messages Received
- 5140 Reports Created
- 4502 Reports Approved
- 2700 Verified
Kilifi north Chumani Primary School, IEBC Officials attacked and kidnapped by people claiming to be mrc. Now missing and threats to people who want to vote have been issued

05:01 Mar 4 2013 Kilifi North

Kilifi north Chumani Primary School, IEBC Officials attacked and kidnapped by people claiming to be mrc. Now missing and threats to people who want to vote have been issued.

IEBC officials kidnapped

08:14 Mar 4 2013 Kilifi, Kenya

Kilifi northchonyi polling station iebc officials kidnapped were beat up n cut using pangas they are currently taken to kilifi district hospital UPDATE: CRECO has verified that IEBC officials were kidnapped early Monday morning (4 March), were later released and being treated in the district hospital for injuries - the extent of which was unclear.

Abductions/kidnapping  Violent Attacks  Resolved

Urgent action needed

Summary: CRECO Supervisor confirms. Chumanyi Polling Station, there has been kidnappings of 3 officials, who have been injured and are in the kilifi district hospital. One of the injured is Riziki Meru Kagua and is receiving treatment at the hospital. Spoken with
Tensions rising in Chumani

Update From Chumani, Kilifi Following clashes overnight in Chumani casualties, including police officers, were reported. No voting has taken place in Chumani on 4th March. At 3pm on March 4th tension is still very high in the area. Reports from the area state: 1. the number of casualties is higher than official figures 2. hearing gun fire for around an hour overnight. 3. police collected bodies of fallen officers 4. two bodies have not been collected and are still lying in the bushes 5. The two bodies lying in the bushes have red headbands which usually indicates affiliation with the MRC. 6. The presence of uncollected bodies is increasing tension in the area. 7. The local community are not collecting the bodies, as they do not recognise them, they are strangers in the area. Residents of the area are scared as nightfall approached because 1. There are rumours that some police firearms were stolen and the residents fear police may mount an operation overnight to recover the firearms which may result in more deaths 2. There is no public transport operating so residents can not leave. Residents would like police to confirm if any police firearms were lost in last nights attack. Residents would like assurance of security on the night of 4th March.

Action taken

Summary: March 4th 2013 15.30 - Escalated to NSC
The Future
(for us)
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Population

Search / Filter by Keyword by Categories by Sets by Location

Showing 5 from 97 Items

Count: 5 ▼ Sort by: alphabetic (a-z) ▼
Sed posuere consectetur est at lobortis. Nulla vitae elit libero, a pharetra augue.
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Let 1000 Crisis Apps Bloom